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South Sea Company. The Company encouraged this wild
speculation in Stock, by releasing on loan the funds it
collected from the sale of Stock and by accepting its own
interim dividends instead of cash instalments due. In this
way the cash which had been called up on the First and
Second Subscriptions was lent to Stock-holders, on the
security of the Stock which they had already bought, but for
which they had not yet paid, in order that they might
invest it in further issues. Thus, though the cash called up
on the two Subscriptions amounted to only £3,750,000, yet
loans of £4,500,000 had been made; bribes and bonds issued
to annuitants amounted to a further £4,000,000. To meet
this deficiency in cash, the Third and Fourth Subscriptions
were issued, but the policy continued of loaning the cash
received, so that by the end of June the loans made by
the Company amounted to £11,500,000. The " fund of
credit " notion had been abused, so that credit was allowed
without the least regard for security, and a large share of
the Company's transactions were mere book-dealings,
involving little transfer of actual Stock.
In regard to the annuitants, the Directors of the Company
had contracted with the Government to give twenty years'
and fourteen years' purchase for the Long and Short An-
nuities respectively, but they did not announce what price
they would set on their own Stock which would be offered
in exchange for Government Stock. Further, the Directors
did not declare their terms until nearly a month after the
books had been opened for the surrender of Government
Stock, whilst on the second occasion the terms were revealed
on the day after the books had been closed. Moreover, the
argument that it was the common-sense duty of the sub-
scribers to see that the terms offered were just, and to refuse
to surrender their Government Stocks until satisfactory
terms were disclosed, does not acquit the Directors on the
charge of sharp practice. It has to be " remembered that
all information that would enlighten the speculator was
discouraged, while he was overwhelmed and too often carried
away, by data designed to mislead him."
The Government itself could not entirely wash its hands

